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Kart Deterioration
● New kart properties to track the health of the kart
● Collisions will affect the kart’s health
● Kart health will affect driving parameters such as

○ Drifting
○ Maximum speed
○ Kart acceleration
○ Steering 

● Kart health will be displayed via graphics, using different meshes and 
particle effects

● When the kart is too damaged, the game will end



Motivation
The “kart deterioration” feature will add the following to the game:

● increased difficulty by creating a new way to end the game
● realistic effect of wear and tear
● renewed interest for existing players



Implementation 1: 
● Simple Kart Deterioration
● Health value out of 100
● Health decreases with collisions to other karts
● Top speed and acceleration decrease when health decreases
● Health will deteriorate at the same rate regardless of the cause of the 

damage
● Health can be replenished by picking up a repair item
● Health dropping below 0 results in a Game Over (Kart wrecked)



Implementation 2: 
● Complex Kart Deterioration
● Kart is split into 5 health components (4 Tires and Engine)
● Each component has a health measure
● Kart collisions with all other objects affect health of components
● Drifting slowly reduces health of all tires
● Type of collision and contact point affect health of components
● Decreased health of the engine results in reduced top speed and acceleration
● Decreased tire health affects the kart steering, drifting, top speed and 

acceleration
● Health can be replenished by picking up a repair item
● Health of any component dropping below 0 results in a Game Over



SAAM - Implementation
NFRS: Simple Kart Deterioration Complex Kart Deterioration

Rendering of implementation is 
checked within 24h of item 
graphics when updates are 
announced

Simple to do, as health is represented 
overall
Overhaul may be required if switching 
mechanisms (ex. Libraries, Graphics 
interfacing with Antarctica)

Updating not a problem, as implementation replaces 
old system.
Overhaul may be required if switching mechanisms 
(ex. Libraries, Graphics interfacing with Antarctica)

Damage from impact is 
computed in 0.1 seconds

Easier to achieve with only 1 health 
measure.

Straightforward effect into performance.
Have to employ separate testing for drifting tire 
damage.

5 graphics are used to represent 
each 20% of kart health

Easy implementation - 5 graphics overall 
inserted into Libraries and called from 
Graphics
Not as representative of real collisions

Creates a realistic & unique experience using 
Libraries and Graphics
Have to coordinate with repair items which parts of 
the kart are repaired using Game State
More components to implement

96% of collisions are computed 
into kart health

Easier to achieve with only 1 health 
measure/less calls to Physics
How to determine when a collision was 
missed?

Creates a realistic & unique experience
Have to ensure all parts of the kart detect collisions 
(more calls between Physics and Game State)

Legend: Pros Cons Subsystem



SAAM - Stakeholders - Complex Deterioration
NFRS: Dev Team Players Mentorship participants (ex. 

GSoC)

Rendering of all 26 
Graphics checked within 
24h of item graphics

Ensures playability; target market 
stays broad
More prone to bugs, possible 
need for hotfixes

Ensures playability
Game updates required

Exposes participants to familiarity with 
new graphics engines
More work than they may have time 
for

Damage from impact is 
computed in 0.1 seconds

Damage integration promotes 
code organization
Speed may be dependent on 
existing code

Ensures playability
Dependent on speed of its 
subsystems - if integration is 
sloppy, could lag the game

Integration promotes code 
organization
Speed may be dependent on existing 
code - out of scope to rewrite

5 graphics are used to 
represent each 20% of 
each component’s health

Opportunity for new/more graphic 
designs
4 new graphics for each kart - 
time consuming

Creates a realistic & unique 
experience
May be distracting to the 
player, or unnoticeable

Opportunity for graphic design 
experience
May not apply to program goal (ex. 
Developers solely for C++)

96% of collisions are 
computed into kart health

Integration promotes code 
organization
How to detect which collisions 
were missed?

Ensures playability
May deter beginners from 
playing

Integration promotes code 
organization
Testing not straightforward (requires 
in-depth knowledge of component 
relationships)



Affected 
Subsystems 
of Concrete 
Architecture

Subsystems highlighted 
in blue have alteration as 
of a result of our 
proposed feature



Game State
Kart Properties

Now kart_proprties.hpp includes kart deterioration values

float front_right_tire;
float front_left_tire;
float back_right_tire;
float back_left_tire;
float engine

These values range from 0-100 with 100 being maximum health. Methods for 
accessing these values from classes (which have access to Abstract Kart) will 
also be added

New Kart Properties 
New Item (Repair Tool)



Game State Continued
Kart Moveable: Uses tire health values when moving kart. Kart tends towards 
side of more damaged tires. Acceleration and max speed is proportional to 
engine health

Kart Model: Will now load different mesh models for a karts body and tires 
based upon health values.  involves changing the file name strings in 
Kart_Protorties and reloading models. Engine health decides which kart body 
model to load

Items: New repair tool item which will be placed in world similar to powerups 
with the effect of increasing a damaged karts health values.



Physics and Bullet Engine
 Adjust parameters for kart movement updates to 
allow use of the kart health parameters. Also damper 
acceleration and max speed based on chassis health. 

Update kart health properties during all collision types. 
For example: in Kart-Kart Collision the value of one of 
tires should be reduced depending on which part of 
the karts hit box was hit.

Drifting also causes tire deterioration. The game 
already holds a drift duration value between frames 
which can be used to calculate tire damage.

Collisions in the blue area will 
reduce health of front right tire

New Function Calls to Game State
Modifications to Physics Engine



Game Loop
Now calls Game State at end of loop to see if any karts have reached zero 
health. If it's a human kart that runs out of health the game will end while AI 
karts will simply be removed.

*example of user kart health check

New Function Calls to Game State

&& m_karts[0]->getAggregateHealth() > 0 ))



File Manager
No code changes since File manager simply retrieves meshes and textures 
based on given strings which are altered in kart_model. However, new meshes 
will have to be made for each tire and kart chassis to represent various 
deterioration ranges.

front_left_tire = 100 front_left_tire = 20

New Meshes and Textures



Audio

Similar to previous kart Bool values (like set fire) the new feature will have 
Bool values which represents the crossing of certain damage thresholds for 
both the kart and tire values which will cause SFX_Manager to play associated 
sounds such as tire popping etc.

The engine noise will also vary based on the Karts chassis health.

New Function Calls to Game State
New Audio Files



Graphics
VFX_Manager will now call Kart properties and render particle effects and 
different meshes / textures for each tire based on its health. The skin for the 
body of the vehicle will be changed base on engine health.

front_left_tire = 60 front_left_tire = 20

Smoke Sparks

New Particle Effects



Unaffected Subsystems
Input and Network Interface

Artificial Intelligence

To avoid over complication we chose to avoid factoring in tire heath into how 
AI karts move. This means their simple path finding algorithm can remain 
unchanged. They will however still follow parts of the deterioration model 
meaning their acceleration, max speed and visuals are impacted by their 
health values.



How does it work?
Sequence Diagram [next slide]

 Kart with damaged tire collides with another kart after user hits accelerate. 
This causes a new tire visual to be displayed and a popping noise to be played.





Impact on Development Team - Programming
● Development team must be familiar with new feature, 

including additionally created function calls, and existing 
functions used
○ Developers working on a sub-system will need to be 

familiar with the new functions created in the subsystem
○ New feature uses existing functions (e.g 

getContactPoint()). Developers will need to be aware of 
these additional calls to prevent creating errors if they 
change old functions



Impact on Development Team - Assets 
● Asset developers will have additional work to do when 

building kart assets.
○ Every kart requires 3d models for damaged tires and 

damaged frame
○ New sound effects required for damaged karts



Risks and Limitations
● Unexpected side-effects can result after feature 

implementation. Testing and debugging will be required to 
mitigate the impact.

● Can be difficult to find/create similar graphical assets as the 
ones used in the game.

● The original development team may refuse to pull in our 
code changes.



Lessons Learned
● Can be time-consuming to learn a large code-base enough 

to slide in a new feature.
● Have to consider all factors to avoid breaking anything in the 

code
● Have to consider using existing facilities in the code before 

creating new classes/functions to avoid redundancy.
● Have to maintain the original software architecture as much 

as possible for consistency.



Summary
● New feature to track kart health/deterioration
● Health affected by collisions, which can end the game
● Affected subsystems include: game state, physics, bullet 

engine, game loop, file manager, audio and graphics.
● Risk of side-effects/bugs and graphics aligning with originals
● All aspects of the feature would need to be planned 

thoroughly to avoid these hazards. 



Questions?


